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Welcome
Yet again, the girls have made the
most of a busy summer term. I never
cease to be amazed at the progress
made in each academic year. Looking
at the girls’ work now compared to
September is a worthwhile activity.
Not least for the girls themselves.
All too often we forget to acknowledge
our successes. So much that the
girls have learnt, however, cannot be
seen in their books or indeed in any
scores or test results. The growth
in confidence alongside the ability
to work both independently and
collaboratively, overcoming challenges;
the development of empathetic skills
and greater awareness of others;the
growing understanding of the
complexities of the world and the need
to develop their moral and ethical
compass.
When I look back at the year and the
girls’ achievements, I am proud and
humbled in equal measure by their
academic progress and academic
attainment, by their recorded
achievements in sport, music, art,
drama and other activities, but also
their personal growth. I have every
confidence that Maltmans girls are set
to be a power for good in the world.
The end of the Summer Term is always
an emotional time for me. This year,
as well as finally having to let our
Year 6 Girls leave, we have had to say
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goodbye to Mrs Conn who has made
a significant difference in her five
years at Maltman’s. She will be sorely
missed but I know that she is ready
for headship. There are always tearful
moments as staff, pupils and parents
realise that this is the end of an era.
Some have been at Maltman’s from a
very young age and some have joined
us part way through their Prep school
years. They have all made the most
of their time with us and shared the
inevitable ups and downs of school life.
Maltman’s girls are defined by their
self-knowledge, motivation and can do
attitude. I am inordinately proud of
them. I wish every leaver all the very
best for the future.
I wish you all a restful and enjoyable
summer.

The Governors of Maltman’s Green
School are delighted to announce
the appointment of Mrs Jill Walker
as Headmistress from September
2020. She succeeds the current Head,
Mrs Pardon, who will be retiring next
summer after 15 very successful years.
Mrs Walker is currently the Head
at St Nicholas Prep School in South
Kensington. Whilst there she has built
up pupil numbers, seen the school
through a very successful inspection,
and is preparing them for a move to
new and larger premises. She has a
special interest and passion for girls’
education having been Deputy Head at
Glendower Prep, a top all girls school
in London, she has a master’s degree

Mrs Walker has had a hugely varied
and interesting career having started
life as a nurse with experiences as far
ranging as community nursing in South
West London to being a director of
health clinics in Kenya, where after
having been a house parent for girl
boarders she decided on a change of
career on her return to the UK. Jill has
three children, the youngest about to
start university, and her husband, Ben,
is Headmaster of a leading boys’ prep
school in Hertfordshire.
Carolyn Bradley, Chair of Governors
says, “We had a large number of high
quality applications. The Governors were
hugely impressed by Mrs Walker, by her
passion for high quality education, her
energy and drive, and her obvious concern
for the welfare, happiness and success
of the girls. The process, led by an expert
recruitment consultant, was both rigorous
and lengthy, and involved contributions
from the staff and girls. She was our clear
and unanimous choice and we’re delighted
to have such an exceptional new Head to
follow in Mrs Pardon’s footsteps.”
Mrs Pardon will continue to lead the
School for the next academic year with
her customary dedication and drive,
and will work closely with Mrs Walker
to ensure a smooth handover. There
will be many opportunities to mark Mrs
Pardon’s remarkable achievements
throughout the next school year.

Mrs Joanna Pardon
Headmistress

The moment I walked through its doors, I felt immediately at
home. I am passionate about the School’s ethos and commitment
to excellence, and it is a huge privilege to be selected as Mrs
Joanna Pardon’s successor. I am very much looking forward
to getting to know the girls, parents, staff and all members of
the Maltman’s Green community over the coming months, as
I work closely with Mrs Pardon and the Board of Governors in
preparation for leading this very special school, for what I hope will
be many years to come.

Mrs Jill Walker
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Mrs Pardon remains as our
Headmistress for the whole of
the next academic year, only
stepping down at the end of
July 2020.
Over the next year, there will be
opportunities for Mrs Walker
to visit the School and hopefully
attend some of our events. We
hope our parents will get the
chance to meet her during this
time.
By the time she leaves,
Mrs Pardon will have been
Headmistress of Maltman’s
Green for 15 years - since 2005
- and is the third longest serving
headmistress in our hundred
year history. During this time,
there has only been seven
heads - an incredibly small
number for a whole century.
Mrs Pardon leaves a lasting
impact on Maltman’s Green.
In her tenure we have seen
the expansion of the Lapraik
Hall, turning it into a hightech performance space, she
launched our Little Malties Day
Care provision, has significantly
improved our extra-curricular
and wrap around care offering,
invested in our ICT network,
led the School on an eco-path
with Green Flag status, and has
been instrumental in planning
for our state of the art Early
Years centre. Her commitment,
passion and enthusiasm
for Maltman’s will never be
forgotten.
There will be plenty of
opportunity to celebrate
Mrs Pardon and all of her
achievements over the next
year before we say a fond
farewell in July.

Student Showcase

End of Year

Bella (6C)
We would also like to congratulate
Bella in 6C for her beautiful chalk
bee on black paper.
Mrs Hattam, Head of Art, had
this to say about Bella’s work:
“Every now and then I come across
something in the Art room that really
has a WOW factor.”

Sasha (6H)
Girls Year 5 and 6 have been working
on silk painting this term (read the
story on page 19).
Huge congratulations to Sasha for her
incredible alligator which took lots of
skill, time and precision.
Sasha says “I decided to do an alligator
in a river because the water surface
reflects lots of vibrant colours”.

Celebrations and Prizegiving
Another year draws to a close and we
marked the girls amazing achievements
with our series of wonderful Prize
Giving Ceremonies and End of Year
Celebrations. Little Malties, Early Years
(Nursery and Reception), Pre-Prep
(KS1), Lower Prep and Upper Prep all
received a special ceremony with the
chance to reflect on and celebrate
their year. Many girls received special
prizes and cups for their effort and
achievement across a multitude of
subjects and activities. The Upper
Prep Prize Giving Ceremony is always
both an opportunity to celebrate and

to say farewell. Our Year 6 girls now
move onto their Senior Schools where
we are sure they will continue in their
successes. Thanks to Mrs Richardson,
Head at Berkhamsted Girls, for handing
out the awards.
We hope that our parents managed to
join us for their daughters’ ceremony
and enjoyed listening to their girls
songs, poems and reflections from
another busy, successful, fun year at
Maltman’s Green.

Leavers’ Day and Picnic
have fun and keep
fit! The girls then
enjoyed a well-earned
picnic lunch together.

Francesca (Year 1)
As part of Year 1’s ‘How Does Your
Garden Grow?’ topic, the girls have
been studying Van Gogh’s famous
‘Sunflowers’.
After looking carefully at the
colours, lines and shapes, they
recreated their own versions,
choosing which media they used to
colour them.

On Monday 8 July our Year 6 girls
were off timetable for a special
Leavers’ Day full of loads of fun
activities to round off their time at
Maltman’s.

Francesca worked so carefully to
create her masterpiece and the
detail she has included is really
amazing. Well done, Francesca!

More chalk bugs and silk paintings
can be found in the Creative Art
section: page 18-19.
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First of all, they took part in a fun
skipping workshop, learning lots of
new moves and engaging ways to skip,

After lunch they took to the pool
for fun and games with as many
floats, noddles and other equipment
they could find. When they were
all thorougly exhausted, they were
thrilled to find an ice cream station had
been set up for them outside. Finally,
the mums who had lovingly created
this year’s Year 6 Leavers’ Book came
in to hand them out along with hoodies
and bags as memories of the girls’
time here. It was certainly a day to
remember.
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School Trips

School Trips

Little Malties visit Odds Farm
strongest muscles to make sure the
goats didn’t run away with the milk
bottles.

The Little Malties had a wonderful
day at Odds Farm back in May.
Anticipation had been building in the
weeks leading up to the trip and there
was a real buzz of excitement as the
coach pulled up outside school.

They then spent time exploring the
farm in two groups, getting to see
more animals, including lots of baby
animals, and playing in all the different
play areas. The girls behaved so
well and followed instructions from
the teachers and our wonderful
volunteers. When we arrived back at
school, we had a class of very happy
girls, weary from their busy day but
very excited about all they had seen.
A big thank you to our helpers who
made the day a great success.

Their first adventure was a tractor
ride and during the journey the girls
spotted many different animals in
various paddocks and fields including
donkeys, pigs, cows and sheep. The
next stop was the animal barn where
they got the opportunity to feed kid
goats. They were particularly strong
so the Little Malties had to use their

Nursery trip to Tiggywinkles

Girls in Nursery have been learning
about ‘Spines, Feathers and Fur’
and to support their learning they
visited Tiggywinkles Wildlife Hospital.
Tiggywinkles is the largest wildlife
hospital in the world and they care for
everything from hedgehogs to deer,
blackbirds to foxes. They always try
to rehabilitate their patients and then
release them back to the wild, but
sometimes this isn’t possible, so they
have quite a few long-term residents
of the centre.

Year 1 at Wisley
Teddy Bears’ Picnic
Reception girls and their teddy bears
enjoyed a magical visit to College Lake
Environmental Centre in Tring to meet
the famous, Edward Bear.

footprints, to
discover that their
teddies had set up a
picnic for everyone. How magical!

The girls got to enjoy a day of stories,
games and sensory outdoor exploration
including den building in the enchanted
wood and a sensory trail in the barns.
Some of the girls even found a young
newt in one of the dens and they all
enjoyed discovering the four secrets of
life that enable animals to survive. Best
of all was when the girls headed off for
lunch, following Edward Bear’s

In the afternoon they took part in an
activity with magic sponges, which
enhanced the girls’ sense of smell when
exploring herbs and wild-flowers. They
also created beautiful collages with
natural resources.
At home time, a very tired group of girls
and their teddies arrived back at school
ready for a good night sleep!

Year 2 go to Legoland

After the excitement of the coach
journey the girls listened to one of
Tiggywinkles’ guides talk about the
hospital, what it does and how it
was founded. They found out that
the hospital is named after Mrs
Tiggywinkle from the much loved
Beatrix Potter stories. Afterwards, the
girls enjoyed exploring the grounds,
visiting badgers asleep in their dens,
cheeky polecats and of course, the
hedgehogs.
After a picnic lunch they enjoyed a
talk about some of the patients who
have been helped at Tiggywinkles. But
all too soon it was time to head back
to school on the coach. Throughout
the day the girls were impeccably
behaved. We are very proud of them.
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As part of
their Science
topic ‘Nature
Detectives’,
Year 2 visited
Legoland, taking in
many different attractions, including
the Driving School (to revise PSHE
road safety), Fairy Tale Brook (to
identify characters that they’ve been
learning about in English lessons),
Destiny’s Bounty, Spinning Spider
and the Pirates of Skeleton Bay
stunt show (to inspire future story
writing).
But the most important ride of the
day was the Atlantis Submarine
where the girl got to see some of
the marine life that they would be

learning about in their afternoon
workshop. The girls were amazed
to see such incredible creatures
(including sharks and stingrays) in
action.
After lunch they enjoyed the
workshop ‘Underwater Creatures and
Habitats’ learning about creatures
found in the world’s oceans, and
understanding terms such a
predator, prey and camouflage. This
was followed by a collaborative
activitiy to build their own Lego
models of underwater creatures and
habitats.
Thank you to all of the staff and
parents who accompanied the girls
and helped out on the day.
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Year 1 girls enjoyed an outing
to RHS Wisley in Woking,
Surrey, to learn about plants
and their habitats. They visited
the potting greenhouse for a
special workshop “How does
your Garden Grow”, where they
got to plant their own Zinnia and
Marigold seeds before exploring
the Wild Garden. They studiously
collected data about plant details
such as colour, shape and smell,
and found the Wisley Giant – a
‘baby’ giant sequoia tree that is
100 years old and very tall!
There was great amusement
at lunch when some cheeky
ducks tried to steal the girls’
sandwiches, then it was on to
explore the wide range of exotic
plants in the glasshouse. The girls
collectively decided that their
favourite was the Jade Vine,
because of its lovely turquoise
colour. They then headed to
the vegetable garden, before an
exciting climb up through the
waterfalls in the rockery. They
were delighted to find fluffy
ducklings, goslings and carp, all
splashing around in the pond!
Many thanks to our parent
helpers for their enthusiasm and
for making the day so special.

School Trips

School Trips

Year 4 at Swanage
Girls in Year 4 went on their
first residential trip this term.
To support their science and
Humanities work, they headed
off to Swanage, to the Allnat
Outdoors centre.
During their trip they explored
the coastal path, taking part in fun
activities and interacting with the
environment. They took a walk
to Old Harry Rocks where they
learnt about how this geological
formation is created, and all the
while, the weather was kind and
even the very dark clouds did not
dampen spirits or produce any
rain to spoil the amazing views
across to Poole and Southampton.
On the last day they turned their
hands to map reading following a
trail through the town where they
encountered various characters
from the past who told them about
the history of Swanage.
This was a very enjoyable trip
with lots of fun, laughter and
learning, and we hope the girls are
looking forward to school trips and
residentials in Year 5 and 6.

The Year 6 French Trip
The French trip is one of the highlights
of the girls’ time at Maltman’s Green.

Year 5 go to Hampton Court Palace
On Wednesday 22 May, Year 5 visited
Hampton Court Palace as part of their
History topic on the Tudors. After
marvelling at the beautiful building,
it was time to kick off with their first
activity.
This was a drama-based workshop
called ‘Upstairs Downstairs’ and it was
led by one of Henry VIII’s very own,
genuine servants! The girls took a tour
of the King’s palace, including Henry
VIII’s apartments and the Great Hall
- they were very excited to be in the
actual rooms where Henry would have
spent his time. Henry’s servant told the
girls about all the different, sometimes
disgusting, jobs that the servants did

and everyone was quite grateful they
lived in the 21st Century and not the
16th Century!
After a picnic lunch in the impressive
Palace grounds, it was time to
move onto the second workshop:
‘Investigating the Past’. In this session,
the girls looked at artefacts from
the Tudor time and used sources
to analyse the life of Henry VIII.
They demonstrated some excellent
historical skills and the guide was very
impressed!

During their trip the girls took part in a
plethora of exciting activities that had
them practicing their French, improving
their confidence and polishing their
social skills. One of their first stops
was a boulangerie where they had a
workshop on croissant making. They
also took a trip to an orchard where
they saw how apple juice is made in the
traditional way. No school excursion
to France would be complete without
the compulsory trip to the market to

purchase food for a group picnic at
the beach. They also enjoyed a trip to
a WW2 museum ‘La Coupole’ where
the Nazis made V2 rockets; and visited
‘Nausicca’ – the biggest aquarium in
Europe.
The girls also visited their French
pen-pals at their school and took part
in their lessons including petanque
with the PE teacher. On the final
evening they enjoyed a fun disco and
returned to Maltman’s Green on Friday
afternoon absolutely exhausted from
their adventure.

A fun, educational and eye-opening day
out!

Year 3 visit Mop End
Just before half term Year 3 girls
visited Mop End Field Studies Centre
in Amersham to support their Rocks
and Soils work in Science. The day
was packed full of practical activities
both inside and outside in their
amazing grounds. In one activity they
had to be soil detectives to examine
footprints and work out who had
stolen the leaders’ lunch!
They were blessed with lovely
weather which made it a pleasure
to be outside for the fieldwork. The
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girls even
got to enjoy a
lunchtime picnic
and outdoor
games
The girls were fantastic
representatives for Maltman’s
and their teachers were so
impressed with the collaboration that
they demonstrated. Year 3 teachers
would also like to thank our two
parents volunteers for their help.

Y6: Hazard Alley
Year 5 Rivers Trip
Girls in Year 5 travelled to the
River Chess for two days of river
investigations. During their adventure
the girls measured the width, depth
and speed of the river, and learnt
terms such as ‘source’, ‘tributary’ and
‘confluence’.

The most exciting part was dipping for
creatures such as mayfly larvae, fish,
worms and snails. The girls were able to
consider the creatures’ habitats and the
threats they might face.
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Hazard Alley is just that - an alley, or
street, full of hazards. Inside a huge
warehouse, a street akin to a film set
has been rigged with hazards that
teach the girls how to stay safe in the
real world.
The girls really enjoyed their fun,
educational day, packed full of useful
tips for avoiding and dealing with
hazards.

Academic Enrichment
Little Malties Roundup
The end of the year has come round so
quickly. We can’t quite believe that the
girls will soon be moving on to Nursery.
This term has been filled with so many
exciting activities and experiences. One
of the highlights was most definitely
the outing to Odds Farm Park. The
girls talk so fondly of their time at the
farm when reading books or seeing
pictures of animals and tractors.
Imaginations were challenged when
learning about ‘People who Help us’.
The girls displayed such care when
looking after their poorly and injured
patients and helped to rescue their
missing teddies in the role of a Police
Officer. They explored a range of
creative materials, making police cars,
fingerprints and fire fighters.
The whole of the Little Malties class
worked extremely hard getting ready
for Sports Day. Everyone got into
the Maltman’s spirit and cheered on
their classmates and peers in Nursery
and Reception. The girls have also
experienced different sports in their
final theme of the year. We have

Academic Enrichment
Year 1 Roundup

seen a real improvement in catching,
throwing and kicking with balls. The
girls have also practised cycling and
balancing when using the resources
and apparatus in the playground.
Swap morning provided the chance for
the girls to practice being real nursery
girls. They returned to class full of
excitement about their visit, eager to
tell us what they had been doing. They
also experienced breakfast club with
the older students in the main dining
room. This proved a huge success. The
girls enjoyed the variety of breakfast
options and have made some firm
friendships with the older children.
The Little Malties team will truly
miss the girls when they move on
to Nursery, but will be able to catch
up with them during
assemblies and Early
Years events to hear
about all the fun
things they are
doing.

DT project where the girls became
experts at recognising, making and
using hinges, sliders and pivots. They
designed, made and evaluated a moving
picture card with a seaside theme and
the end results were amazing.

The girls in Year 1 have had a fantastic
summer term which kicked off with
an outing to RHS Wisley to explore
different habitats. Back at school,
they continued the theme with lots of
planting and the girls were amazed to
see the hairy roots and huge leaves that
grew from their broad been seeds.
After half term, the girls began a new
topic - ‘We do like to be beside the
Seaside’ and had lots of fun during
their Chertsey Museum Workshop
visit. They then took part in a huge

All the teachers have loved the ‘Class
Expert’ speaking and listening task this
term and have learnt so much about
a variety of topics. All the girls spoke
with confidence and enthusiasm about
their chosen subject. We had experts
on crystals, tennis, Lego, medicine and
were lucky enough to have some live
stick insects in class.
“We are all so proud of the inquisitive, kind
and funny girls that Year 1 have become
and we have had a fantastic year with
them all. We wish them a fun, relaxing
and adventurous summer holiday and
we are looking forward to seeing you all
in September as smart, grown up Year 2
girls!” - The Year 1 teachers

Year 2 Roundup
Nursery Roundup
As the final term draws to a close,
everyone has had chance to reflect
on the year, which coincides with the
recent Nursery mindset ‘reflection’.
Girls have amazed staff by thinking
long and hard about what they could
not do in the past, but can do now!
This included ‘being able to write my
name’, ‘brushing my teeth’ and ‘riding
my bicycle’, to name just a few.
The girls have been lucky enough to
have some big girls from Year 6 visit
at lunchtime one day a week to read
them stories. During these sessions
the girls can share their favourite
books, listen to stories and learn confidence and social skills.
There’s been a focus on ‘growing’ this
term and the girls have planted sun-

flower seeds which they hope to grow
at home over the summer holiday.
Could you take some photos and share
them with us next term? Everyone has
also been looking after the beautiful
flowers in the Nursery courtyard,
which the girls have taken great pride
in and continue to water on a daily
basis.
Some other fun activities this term
have been exploring The Very Hungry
Caterpillar story where the girls had
fun pretending to be a cocoon before
bursting out into amazing butterflies
and flying around our classroom;
they’ve made bubbling volcanoes;
baked vegan lemon cakes to link to our
sound of the week; and created observational pastel flower pictures while
learning about all the different parts.
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The Year 2 girls returned from their
Easter break ready to enjoy their
new topic, ‘Nature Detectives’. There
was great excitement as they headed
out into the woods with their magnifying glasses ready to search for
mini-beasts! Their habitats unit was
further enhanced by a very exciting
trip to Legoland, and culminated in a
craft activity where the girls had to
design and make their own ‘Superbug’
for the Governors’ Art Award. They
absolutely loved choosing their own
materials and using all of their DT
skills to produce an imaginary insect.
After the half term break, the final
Year 2 topic for the year – ‘Around the
World’ - began with a short country
study of Italy, with a particular focus
on Venice. The girls enjoyed looking
at photographs of the buildings and
were astonished to see water and
boats instead of roads and cars! In

Art lessons,
they created
their very
own Venetian
Townscapes using
oil pastels. Next, the girls
explored the human and physical
features of Kenya. Our special visit
from Action Aid, Sarah, delivered a
workshop all about life in Kenya for
a little boy called John and the girls
enjoyed comparing their own lives
to his. The topic topic ended with a
group project to research and present
information about different countries,
and a special ‘Around the World’ day,
where the girls visited different
classrooms filled with traditional
activities from the countries they
studied.
After so many exciting topics this year,
we know the girls are now ready to
begin their journey in the Prep school.
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Reception Roundup
Reception have had so much fun
this term. Their topics have been
‘Into the Woods’ and ‘All around the
World’. The girls loved the visit
to College Lake Environmental
centre and learnt lots of facts
about bears.
When learning about ‘All around
the World’ the girls “travelled”
using their Reception passports.
The first stop on their round the
world tour was Africa, where
they made traditional necklaces.
Next, in Asia, they made lanterns,
dragon masks and fortune
envelopes. Back in Europe, the
girls visited France where they
constructed a mini replica of the
Eiffel Tower and had croissants
for snack time. A quick hop
across the border into Italy
and they made puffy paint
gelato, explored spaghetti in the
‘outdoor Italian restaurant’ and
followed simple instructions to
make their own pita pizza. Sweden
was introduced by a parent of
RG who told the girls about the
Swedish language and took them
on a pretend plane journey to
Stockholm. When learning about
the United Kingdom the girls
designed new knickers for the
Queen(!) and learnt interesting
facts about the royal family. A very
busy end to the Reception year!

Academic Enrichment

Academic Enrichment

Forest School Roundup
into the woodland area well, and we’ve
been working to make it as inviting as
possible for winter guests.

In Forest School this term we have
had a Minibeast theme which has seen
the girls hunting for and identifying
all sorts of creepy crawlies from
woodlice to ants, bees to spiders. The
girls have grown in confidence around
these creatures, replacing their dislike
with interest as they’ve learnt lots
of interesting fact about them. Girls
in Year 1 have enjoyed minibeast
stone decorating and in Reception,
they’ve made clay minibeasts. The
girls have also collaborated to make
giant versions of our minibeasts
using natural materials they found
throughout the woodlands (picture
bottom right). Our bug hotel is settling

As the academic year draws to a close,
we look back on all the exciting things
we’ve done in Forest School. For the
girls, the best part about being outside
seems to be messy play - the outdoor
kitchen has been hugely popular!
They’ve also been enjoying magic
wand making, Gruffalo puzzle making,
woodland jewellery, role-play, climbing
trees, charcoal art, storytelling in our
woodland puppet theatre and so much
more. Much to the girls delight, we’ve
also had lots of opportunities to light
the camp fire this year and they’ve
enjoyed hot drinks from the Kelly
Kettle and fresh popcorn that they
watched popping over the flames.
The girls have been outside in all
weathers - come rain or come shine and some even got to enjoy the snow
earlier in the year. It’s been a fantastic
year of Forest School and we can’t wait
to get back out there in September.

Bikeability
Right at the end of term, Year 6 girls
took part in a bikeability workshop
to improve their cycling proficiency.
Bikeability is about gaining practical
skills and understanding how to
cycle on today’s roads.

Seaside Holiday
Girls in Year 1 had a special
workshop hosted by the Chertsey
Museum all about seaside holidays,
learning about how different
holidays were in the past. They
had a Punch & Judy show, made
a card Punch puppet, got to dress
up and ‘walk along the promenade’
and had a look at some Victorian
seaside artefacts, including an old
ice-cream maker. What a fun way to
bring History to life.

The girls completed Level 1 and 2
which include sharing the space
with cyclists, cars and pedestrians,
recognising hazards and passing
parked vehicles.
It was a glorious day for the
workshop and the girls enjoyed
getting out and about in the local
area. We’re sure they’ll be putting
their new found skills into practice
over the summer holidays.
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Pre-Prep French
This term in Year 1 the French
topic has been ‘My Family’ and the
girls were all keen to join in with the
song ‘Camembear’s Family’.
(sung to tune of Twinkle Little Star)
Bonjour, Bonjour Camembear,
Bonjour ma mère et mon père,
Bonjour ma soeur Angelique,
Et mon petit frère Fréderique

WWII Workshop
On 6 June, Year 6 girls took part in
a themed World War Two workshop
day. The girls came to school dressed
as a variety of wartime characters
including evacuees, army nurses, land
girls, soldiers and code-breakers, to
name a few. They had all made such a
wonderful effort!
The day started with a factual talk
about World War Two and tested the
girls’ knowledge with a challenging
quiz. Next, it was time to look at
artefacts about evacuation and
food rationing and then play typical

WWII children’s games such as jacks,
dominoes, pick-up sticks, Happy
Families, and cup and ball. After lunch,
the girls enjoyed learning about the
important wartime code-breakers and
put their thinking caps on to decipher
some challenging codes. They also
had fun planning rationing recipes and
analysing propaganda.
The day ended with a very loud
rendition of the wartime song, Run
Rabbit Run! They certainly had a fun,
action-packed day!

Ableton Live Music Mixing
This term in computing lessons,
Year 6 have been given a unique
opportunity to design and create
musical content by exploring Ableton
Live, an electronic music software
package that allows the user to
make any kind of music. As part of
Ableton’s drive to get more girls
into electronic music, they sent
talented artist, Rachel K Collier, to
do an exciting live performance of

her music using Ableton Live. The
girls were then able to remix one
of Rachel’s tracks by manipulating
samples using Ableton Live software.
The girls have learnt amazing new IT
skills, some of them will have tapped
into an unknown interest or talent,
and they have all been inspired and
motivated by a talented female role
model.
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They listened carefully to the story
of ‘Le Navet Enorme’ and everyone
enjoyed acting out the parts of the
family who try to pull the enormous
turnip out of the ground!
Year 2 girls have been exploring
the world of zoo animals and loved
singing along with all the actions
to the Jungle Animals song. They
enjoyed listening to the story ‘Cher
Zoo’ and had fun identifying all the
animals behind the flaps in French.
Do try and encourage them to use
their French over the holidays!

Academic Enrichment

Academic Enrichment

Renewable Energy

Coastal Features
Girls in Year 4 have been combining
Art and Geography to create clay
coastal features. Earlier in the term
the girls enjoyed a residential trip
to Swanage where they explored
the coast and interesting geological
formations such as Old Harry
Rocks (read more on page 8) so in
this exercise they put their newfound knowledge to the test. They
incorporated a myriad of coastal
features into their artwork, such as

How to Train Your Dragon
On the 10 June Year 3 girls went to
St. Mary’s School to meet the author,
Cressida Cowell - most famous for
her books ‘How to Train Your Dragon’,
which the girls have been reading in
clas, and recently appointed Children’s
Laureate.
She was a wonderfully inspirational
speaker, telling the children about
how she first began writing and
where her creativity and inspiration
came from. Cressida Cowell is a

firm believer of thinking outside of
the box and felt it had allowed her
to unlock her imagination. As part
of her school visits she encourages
children to develop of love of reading
and of writing and has launched Free
Writing Fridays, where once a week,
children write whatever they feel
like in a designated book, exploring
and unlocking their imagination and
creativity. We have decided to join
in, so let’s get writing!

As the weather improved and the
days got warmer, teachers began
taking their lessons outside to
make the most of our school
grounds. Getting away from
the formal classroom can make
children more alert, more active
and more engaged. One such
example is this Year 4 Science
lesson. The girls had to find four
different leaves and create an
identification key in order to
classify them individually. A lovely
way to get them learning about
and interacting with nature.

Nursery girls have been having
fun planting and tending flowers
in new flower troughs in the
Nursery courtyard. They took
turns digging holes for the
plants, which they chose from
a variety of colours, and have
been very keen to water them
every day, sometimes more
than once! They’ve also planted
sunflowers and look forward
to seeing which one grows the
tallest!
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Another great example of the
Creative Curriculum - working
across subjects to bring a greater
appreciation and understanding to a
subject matter.

We were delighted to take part in
Walk to School Week again this year.
It took place during the week of 20
May and we encouraged girls to
walk, scoot or cycle to school. This is
a great way to reduce congestion to
and from school and also to cut down
on air pollution from car emissions.
Plus, it’s a great way to stay fit and
healthy too!
Once again we joined up with The
Jolly Farmer Pub and Brasserie at
the top of Gold Hill, where parents
were permitted to park if they wished
to do only part of the journey on
foot. From there, they could join a
footpath, taking them to the back
gate, up near the playing fields. This
was a great option for people who
lived too far to complete the whole
journey on foot, but who still wanted
to take part in the initiative. Thanks
to everyone who got involved this

The girls took part in a practical
demonstration with both a
model of a solar panel and a wind
turbine to understand how these
technologies work. By pressing
a buzzer on the solar device they
could channel power from the
panel to a buzzer.
Girls considered the benefits of
renewable energy and began to
understand the problems that
renewable energy providers face,
for when the sun went behind a
cloud, the buzzer was much softer
than when the sun was shining
fully. It was also easy to observe
how the wind turbine was only
effective when there was a strong
wind. When the wind died down,
there was no energy produced at
all. The girls concluded that it is
important to store energy from
renewable sources that is created
at times of high productivity
for use during periods of low
productivity so that we can
continue to have energy all year
round.

Walk to School Week

Little
growers

Lessons Outside

caves, arches,
stacks and a
headland, all the
while learning more
facts about these features.

Year 3 have been learning
about energy in their
Geography lessons, and in
particular, how we can use
renewable resources such
as the sun and wind to make
electricity.

year and we hope that more of you
can join us next year as we encourage
more people to walk, scoot or cycle
to school.
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Academic Enrichment

Eco News

Creative Writing
In their English lessons, girls
in Year 6 have been studying
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s
Dream. They were asked to write
their own, imaginative story based
on the feast of Midsummer Eve the most magical night of the year.
Well done to Sasha, in 6C, for her
superb piece.
Deep in the purple-leaved woods as
the sun had just set over the mossy
green valleys, the fairy world awoke
with excitement as a royal fairy
wedding was about to take place that
very evening of midsummer night’s eve.
Elves were trying and failing to set up
the pinewood arch and red mushroom
chairs in a nearby grove, and the fairies
were picking flowers and preparing the
tall white cake for the after party.
While all of this was going on,
the fairy princess Fleur was getting
ready for the big day. She braided
flowers into her chocolate-brown
locks, plucked some flowers for her
bouquet and after the wedding would
place their roots back into the fertile
soil with her magic so they could grow
and flourish again. After all of this was
done, she slipped into her dress. The
flowing skirt had several folds of purewhite, thick chiffon. The bodice had

off-the-shoulder short sleeves made
of floral silk, as well as the rest of the
bodice. The last thing she did was place
a veil with a long train and a sparkling
diamond crown on her head, then she
was ready.
The grove was also ready.
Honeysuckle and pink and white lilies
grew over the arch and the wooden
poles had pink, white and campfire
yellow lanterns strung from them. Rose
petals were strewn across the ground
in the glowing lantern light. The guests
took their seats in crowds with one
of the elves running into a pole and
getting knocked unconscious, but other
than that, all was well. There they sat
and waited on their red mushroom
chairs for the soon-to-be fairy queen to
walk down the aisle on the happiest day
of her life.
Hyacinthus, the groom, took
his place underneath the pine arch
noticing that one of the fairies was
drunk on nectar and had fallen asleep
in the back chair. He just shrugged it
off and thought that there was always
going to be one. Then the fairy wedding
march started playing and the wedding
began.
Fleur started walking down
the aisle step by step,
“Oh what a handsome chap I’m
about to marry,” she thought to herself

Curve Stitching in Maths

Written by Hannah and Masha - Year 6
“This term in Year 6 we have been
looking at curve stitching. Curve
stitching (also known as parabolic
lines) is the process of forming

a curve using straight lines. This
method was created by Mary Everest
Boole and is still used by many
engineers, architects, scientists and
mathematicians today. We chose
a landmark or a moving object and
we used our ratio, factors, multiples
and angles skills to create our
masterpieces. We used our art and
maths skills to plan the project and
our DT skills to do the stitching itself.
It was great fun! The finished projects
included many things e.g. helicopters,
hot air balloons, The Sydney Opera
House and many other buildings. This
project inspired us to look into future
STEM careers.”
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as she stepped underneath the arch,
then the real ceremony began.
The couple said their ‘I Dos’
and were pronounced husband and
wife. A tidal wave of cheers erupted
through the audience as their fairy
princess was now married to a lovely
and loving husband. As soon as the
ceremony had ended all the children
rushed to the brownies, raspberry
tarts, cookies, cupcakes and fizzy
drinks and stuffed themselves until
they were more than full. Their parents
just smiled at their chocolate and jam
covered faces. Everybody partied the
night away until the sun rose again in
the morning and the woods fell asleep
once again.
Early the next morning, a
little boy running through the woods
discovered the pinewood arch, red
mushroom chairs and the paper
lanterns, then he turned around and
shouted
“Daddy! Come and look at
what I’ve found!” his father came
running through the bushes to see
what his little boy had found.
“What is it George? There’s
nothing here,” George turned around
in astonishment and disappointment
because it was all gone. Just like magic.

Biodiversity
Year 6 have been out looking at
the school grounds and identifying
the different species that are found
here to see how diverse our site is.
They have enjoyed searching for
minibeasts, bird watching as well
as identifying different trees, fungi
and wild flowers. They loved being
able to explore the woods and were
excited, and very squealy, whenever
they found bugs!

Eco-Schools Green Flag
We are proud to announce that we
have had our Eco Flag award renewed
by the Eco-Schools association. This is
all down to the girls’ and the School’s
continued efforts to make Maltman’s
Green green!
Huge thanks to our Eco Council
who has worked to reduce energy
use, improve recycling, reduce
car emissions and more. We are
all working together to try to help
protect our environment, make our
school a healthy place to be and raise
awareness of our impact on this planet.

Switch off Engines

The girls have done us proud and we
look forward to hearing the EcoCouncil’s ideas for new eco-initiatives
next year.

Eco Poster Competition
As part of our initiative to encourage
parents and visitors to switch of
their engines when waiting in the
School car parks (article on the right),
the girls have taken part in a poster
competition to come up with an eye-

catching design to get this message
across. In the Autumn term, the
winner will be announced and their
poster will be made into a large sign
for the parent car park. Do keep an
eye out for it next term!
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Some of the eco-monitors came
in to school early during Walk to
School Week to check if parents
where switching off their engines
in the parent car park. In total over
the four days, only 13 parents were
approached and politely asked
to switch off their engines. The
eco-monitors decided that this was
a very low number and indicated
success in their endeavour. Thank
you to all parents for your help in
this campaign to make our school
environment healthier for the girls.
A big thank you to the eco-monitors
who came into school early to carry
out this survey. Keep up the good
work and remember to always…
SWITCH OFF YOUR ENGINES!

Physical Education

Physical Education

Sports Days

The Pre-Prep Year 1 and 2 Sports
Day was a fantastic action packed
afternoon with track events and
challenges to test throwing and
jumping skills. The girls showed
great team spirit, cheering for their
houses and desperate to clock up
house points. We were lucky that the
weather just about held off until after
the relays had finished.
The weather truly scuppered our
Prep School Sports Day, but luckily
it cleared for us on the reserve day
and we got to enjoy a lovely sunny set
of events. Year 3 and 4 started the
day off with the sprints and distance
track races. They then began their
rotations to do a variety of throwing,
jumping and fun events. Every girls’
score in each event counted towards
the overall total for their House Team.

In the afternoon, it was the Year 5 and
6 girls in action. Following a similar
format to the morning session but
with a few more advanced events, they
competed with impressive form and
it was great to see their technique in
the events developing. There were
some very impressive performances
with a number of school records being
broken! Thank you to all parents for
their support and to all staff involved
with organising the event.

P.E. Roundup

Y1 and 2 Overall Results
1st – Bronte
2nd – Johnson
3rd – Alyward 4th – Pankhurst
Y1 and 2 Inter-House Relay
1st – Aylward 2nd – Bronte
3rd – Pankhurst 4th – Johnson
Y3 and 4 Results
1st – Johnson 2nd – Aylward
3rd – Bronte
4th – Pankhurst

New Record Holders
Year 3: Evelyn G-W - standing long
jump; Tallulah J-A - standing soccer
ball throw; Amber P - agility run.

Y5 and 6 Results
1st – Pankhurst 2nd – Aylward
3rd – Bronte
4th – Johnson

Year 4: Chloe N - standing long jump;
Mia K - standing soccer ball throw
& mini javelin; Tess E - rounders ball
throw

Overall Prep School Result
1st – Aylward 2nd – Johnson
3rd – Bronte
4th – Pankhurst

Year 5: Alessia M - 40m sprint &
standing triple jump; Hediyeh K speed bounce.

This year, the Prep School girls broke a
incredible number of school records...

Year 6: Rosie A - shot putt; Lucy W
- 600m run; Asia S - 40m sprint &
standing triple jump;

We have had such a fun, busy time
in the P.E. department this term as
the weather has been improving and
the summer sports have emerged.
Netball has taken a break since Easter
and instead we’ve enjoyed athletics,
cricket and tennis. Getting out on the
track the girls have been working on
their sprints and the stamina needed
for longer races. They’ve enjoyed
getting to grips with the long jump
and various throwing events including
shot putt and mini javelin. Parents got
to see many of these skills in action at
Sports Day.
In Tennis, girls have worked on a
combination of forehand, backhand
and serving skills, enjoying some
friendly matches to put their
techniques into practice, while
in Cricket, we’ve seen a huge
improvement in the girls knowledge,

understanding and enjoyment of
the sport. Swimming never stops
at Maltman’s, and this term girls
have been working on their stroke
technique and water confidence - with
a fun activity for Year 6 (see below).
In mid-May ten Year 5 girls attended
Tudor Hall School in Oxford for
a Junior Sports Conference. The
day included a nutrition session
all about healthy eating as well as
sports workshops - first hockey with
Ed Horler, who plays for the Men’s
England Hockey Team, and then rugby
with Rochelle ‘Rocky’ Clark MBE, the
most capped England Rugby Player
in history and a member of the team
that lifted the trophy at the Women’s
Rugby World Cup in 2014. The girls
also had a go on reaction walls, agility
runs, co-ordination tests and jumping
competitions. Overall, a great day out.

Early Years Sports Day
This year our very youngest of girls
were bathed in sunshine as they participated in four different races during
the Early Years Sports Day. Cheered
on by both peers and parents alike,
the girls began by tackling an obstacle
race. Once they had honed their gross
motor skills and were fully warmed
up they then took part in sprint races.
Next came a novelty-shopping race,
where the girls had to collect various
fruits and vegetables before racing
for the finish line. The last race for
the girls was a relay race, where they
enjoyed ‘high fiving’ their peers when
it was their turn to run.

To finish the spectators were invited to
complete a Beanbag Balance Challenge, which was so popular that there
were five different heats!
The event was a huge success and the
girls did us proud. Their team spirt,
willingness to give their best and yet
not take the events too seriously was
commendable.
Thank-you to all the parents and relatives who took time out of their busy
schedules to support us.
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Survival Swimming
Pre-Prep Tennis Workshop
Early in the term our Reception
and Year 1 girls were lucky enough
to take part in a Tennis, Multi-Skills
workshop at Gerrards Cross Lawn
Tennis Club, led by professional
tennis coaches. Throughout the
afternoon the girls rotated around

five different activities, working
on their coordination, timing and
footwork. You don’t always need a
racket in your hand to improve your
tennis skills! A huge thank you to
Dan, Alex and Matt from the tennis
club, for leading the sessions.
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Year 6 girls have enjoyed taking
part in Survival Swimming.
Wearing PJs they experienced
what it might be like to be
stranded at sea, forced to swim
while wearing clothes. They found
it much harder and learnt some
key strategies to help stay afloat.
Hopefully, they will never need to
rely on these skills, but it’s better
to be safe than sorry!

Creative Arts

Creative Arts

Silk Painting
Girls in Year 5 and 6 have been
working on silk painting this term. This
is a really hard technique to master
as the ‘Gutta’, which is used to draw
the initial outlines, can be very hard
to control – it’s a little like drawing
with a tube of toothpaste! Despite
this challenging medium the girls have
produced some amazing results.

Art Roundup
Prep girls have been exceptionally busy in the art room
this term and we’ve been amazed at the creations coming
out each week. Girls in the Upper Prep (Y5-6) have shown
their talents in silk paintings, ceramics and chalk - a tricky, messy
medium to work with - creating wonderful bugs, cacti and chameleons
in a variety of mediums.

Year 4 Night Lights
At the end of last term, Year 4
students made a house-shaped
night light, which they decorated
with a variety of materials. The
girls became very adept at using
craft knives as they learnt how
to construct a 3D shape out of
foam board. Using their Science
knowledge they put together a
series circuit with light bulb and a
switch. The outcomes were very
impressive and showed off their
newly acquired skills.

Year 6 girls enjoyed an amazing
sculture workshop with famous
sculptor Kay Singla. Using white
school buff clay sculpted around
a newspaper amateur, they made
beautiful bird ornaments. Once
fired the girls used Stoneware
glazes so that their creations can
be placed outside.
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We are absolutely delighted to
announce that Maltman’s pupil,
Emma in 3C, won the Gerrards
Cross & Chalfont St Peter area
Rotary Club Young Photographer
Competition on the theme of
‘The Beauty of Nature’. The
competition was split into three
age groups (7-10, 11-13 and 1417) and entrants were required
to produce a portfolio of three
photographs based on the theme.
All entries in the Gerrards Cross
and Chalfont St Peter area were
judged by a local photographer
and the winner of each category
has been entered into the regional
competitions.

Meanwhile in the Lower Prep (Y3-4) girls have been practicing their oil pastel
technique, creating amazing owl pictures (right) and having fun with mixed
medium cats (opposite page) and seagulls (page 20).

Stoneware Birds

Rotary Club
Photography
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Huge congratulations to Emma
for scooping the top prize in her
category, winning £50. We’d also
like to congratulate Tess (4I) for
taking third place and winning
£10, as well as Sasha (6H) and
Charlotte (6C) for being awarded
Highly Commended certificates.
Dr Dianne Malin, from the Rotary
Club, came into school to present
the certificates and prizes to the
girls.
Such an amazing result from
Maltman’s girls. We are so proud
of them.
The theme for next year’s
competition is ‘Through my eyes’
and Mrs Hattam, Head of Art, will
be sending out more details soon.

Creative Arts

Creative Arts

Governors’ Art Award

CDT Roundup

Each Summer Term we present the
Governors’ Art Award - a prestigious
award given to one girl from each year
group for an exceptional piece of art
work. Each girl in the school takes part,
right from Little Malties to Year 6. They
all know that it’s a competition and that
they have to do their very best.

This term all year groups have been learning about healthy eating
choices, food preparation skills and how to follow a recipe. The girls have learnt
about different ingredients and flavours, and how they interact with each other
when cooked. When baking cakes and muffins, accurate measures are key, but in
dishes such as cous cous salad, the girls could be more creative and relaxed with
their quantities.
Year 3 learnt how to make bread rolls, muffin pizzas, cheese straws and blueberry
muffins. Year 4 have made tuna tarts, mini quiches, cous cous salad, and chocolate
muffins. Year 5 made cheese and courgette muffins, parmesan chicken nuggets,
proper yeast dough pizza as well as chocolate chip cookies, and Year 6 have made
sausage rolls, mini quiche, pizza wheels and banana crumble muffins. All year
groups did a sensory analysis lesson, tasting all sorts of different cheeses, which
was a lot of fun, especially when it came to trying the blue cheese!

Each year group is given a brief with
plenty of opportunity for the girls to
express their own individuality and
creativity.

Oh I do
like to
be beside
the seaside
Year 3 girls made gorgeous seagulls
at the seaside in Art towards the end
of the term. They used a layered
technique to create interesting
collages that really make the seagulls
‘pop’ from the background. The girls
had fun exploring their creativity to
show the cheeky characters of these
sea birds.
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This year’s themes were as follows:
Little Malties: Self portraits
Nursery: Owls in the woods
Reception: Bears hibernating
Year 1: Rainforest animals
Year 2: Minibeasts models
Year 3 & 4: Mixed medium cats
Year 5: Silk paintings
Year 6: Stoneware birds
Not long before the end of term,
the Governors came into school to
judge all the entries and choose one
winner in each year group. It was
a very close competition as all the
girls had done exceptionally well,
but in the end the governors had to
choose their favourites. The awards
were then distributed at the End of
Year Celebrations and Prize Giving
Ceremonies.

The 2019 winners are as follows:
Little Malties
winner: Ayva D
runner up: Juliet W
Nursery
winner: Simi B
runner up: Eady F
Reception
winner: Jessica P
runner up: Leah D
Year 1
winner: Lara P
runner up: Karmjeet C
Year 2
winner: Helen A
runner up: Isla M
Year 3
winner: Maisa K
runner up: Aariya R
Year 4
winner: Simran B
runner up: Amy L
Year 5
winner: Honor T
runner up: Audrey K
Year 6
winner: Zahra S
runner up: Connie D
We are super proud of the girls for
working so hard on this project and
creating such wonderful pieces of art.
We look forward to seeing what they
come up with next year!
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Performing Arts

Performing Arts

Early Years
Singing
Summer Concerts

A Final Performance
Year 6 have had a
Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious
time working on their end of year
production, ‘Mary Poppins’! They
delighted the audience with amazing
acting skills, superb singing, magical
movement and the incredible ability
to turn themselves into a hat stand,
chair or tree at any given moment!
Everybody in the audience was tapping
along to fantastic numbers such as
Chim Chim Cher-ee, Let’s Go Fly a Kite,

A huge well done to all of the girls who
performed in the summer concerts, be
it as a vocal soloist, instrumentalist of
member of one of the Prep ensembles.
After an intense morning of rehearsals
on both days, the girls all performed
even better on the night, showing how
a little bit of adrenalin can actually
boost performance! There were a great
range of abilities, musical genres and
instruments showcased, ranging from
harp to trumpet, clarinet to violin and

Perfect Nanny and of course, A Spoonful
of Sugar! Miss Moss was incredibly
proud of how diligently the girls
worked and was impressed by their
professional nature when rehearsing.
Their hard work paid off and we are
sure that you will all agree it was a
delightfully charming show filled with
energy and fun.
We hope that they continue with
performing arts in their new schools.

even an electric guitar. Even those who
had a tiny slip, demonstrated great
perseverance and maturity by carrying
on with an otherwise confident
performance. As always, the Year
5&6 concert is tinged with sadness
at the realisation that this will be the
last Music concert the Year 6 girls
are involved in. We’re sure they will
continue with their music at their new
schools.

Just after the Easter Holidays we
were treated to the Early Years
Easter Singing concert. The girls did
a great job remembering the words
and actions and really enjoyed their
time in the spotlight.

Drama Roundup
In their drama lessons this term
the girls have been enjoying the
theme of recycling. Girls in Year 3
have had the task of preparing and
performing a short presentation
to encourage recycling at home
and in school. Delivery, projection
and confidence was key. The
performances were filmed so that
the girls could watch themselves
back and learn from reflection.
In Year 4, the girls have had to
come up with, produce and perform
a short film to show what we do at
Maltman’s to encourage recycling
as well as presenting some ideas
on what else we could do. They
worked together to present and
record these pieces and enjoyed
watching them back afterwards.

Endangered Instruments
To promote some of our perhaps
lesser known instruments, several
girls from Year 3 to 6 performed
solos in a special morning assembly.

of mouthpieces as well as how some
instruments come in ‘beginner’ sizes
– we had two different size trumpets
in use to demonstrate this.

Instruments included the harp,
saxophone, trumpet and clarinet.
Head of Prep Music, Miss Guy,
explained about the different types

The girls all played beautifully and
did a great job promoting these rare
and nearly extinct instruments!
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Prep Music Roundup
The Prep Music room has been
resonating to the sounds of Viking
songs, Cinderella compositions, Eco
Songs and Pictures at an Exhibition
over the Summer term. Lots of
group composition projects and
song-writing activities, using class
room percussion instruments and
keyboards as well as pupils bringing

in their instruments from home.
Throughout the year, all year groups
have also continued to develop their
recorder playing skills, improving
their musical notation reading and
performing solos and duets together.
Year 6 visited two of our local
residential homes, entertaining the
residents with concerts made up
of a variety of songs as well as solo
items. Several Music assemblies and
class mini-concerts alongside the
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formal Spring
and Summer
concerts have
continued to
provide girls with
continuous opportunities
to prepare and perform solos,
developing confidence in performing
to an audience. Not to mention
the Chamber Choir and Maltman’s
Belles amazing performances at the
Chalfont St Peter Feast Day.

Extra-Curricular

Extra-Curricular

Gym Club Championships

Extra-Curricular Sports Roundup

on the large number of non-squad
gymnasts that Maltman’s has. In spite
of some nerves the atmosphere at the
championships was relaxed and all
the girls performed brilliantly. All the
gymnasts received a medal for their
outstanding participation.

British Schools
Gymnastics
Association
Championships
At the beginning of May our
gymnasts were in action at
their final competition of the
year at the British Schools
Gymnastics Association National
Championships.
Alexandra represented Maltman’s
in the tumbling, executing three
very powerful tumbles to finish
in 17th place. In the Acro pairs
competition Alessia and Lilianne
took the Bronze medal with
beaming smiles throughout.

This term 72 girls in Years 3, 4, 5 & 6
Gym Club, Gym Improvers and Year
3 Gym Development Group took part
in our annual Gym Championships.
This offers the girls the opportunity
to perform individually, demonstrate
what they have learnt through the year
and grow in confidence. Mrs Simmons,
Ms Connell and Ms Coates, who are
qualified judges and also ex teacher/
pupils at Maltman’s Green School,
judged the girls. They commented

The Loader Trophy
Improvers Year 3: Orissa
Improvers Year 4: Ava
Improvers Years 5 & 6: Corina
The Charafeddine Trophy
Club U8: Gracie
The Rumens Trophy
Club U9: Freya
The Amabel Clark Trophy
Club U10: Holly
The Gillam Trophy
Club U11: Molly
The Laura Timmins Trophy
Development Group U8: Evelyn

Athletics proved to be hugely popular
with over 90 girls in Year 3-6 attending
the trials. Provision for everyone was
made available either in the Squad or in
Athletics Club. Cricket Squad and Clubs
also took place, along with the usual
tennis, gym, swimming and pom dance
programmes.
We attended the Div 10 League Finals
for swimming with the Year 5s winning
the overall top spot, as well as the
ESSA regionals where the girls won the
Freestyle relay shield. We have hosted
swimming galas for all our girls in Club
as well as Improvers sessions.

In the Acro group, Lilianne,
Elizabeth, Mara, Katerina, Alessia
and Honor wowed the judges with
a fabulous, clever routine. It was
a close competition and our girls
finished fifth with 8.33 points, just
0.33 behind the team in 3rd place
and 0.23 behind the team in 1st!
The standard of the competition
was extremely high and the
girls performed amazingly.
Congratulations to everyone
involved and a big thank you to the
coaches.

The summer term extra-curricular
programme has been action packed.
Netball took a break for the season, and
this year gave way to not one but two
sports: cricket and our new athletics
programme.

Gym Squad Display

Dance Show

Once again the gym squad girls
wowed us with their amazing talents
at the Gym Squad Display. Such
incredible choreography really
showcased the girls’ skills and it
was amazing to see how much
they have improved over the year.
Our youngest girls are just 7 and
8 and are already managing free
cartwheels, balances and flics. It was
great to have the Pom Dance girls
involved too. Our Year 6 girls were
in action for the last time as they
now leave us to go onto their senior
schools.

Towards the end of term we were
treated to an amazing Dance Show
with girls from Nursery right to
Year 6. The girls worked so hard to
remember the steps and composed
themselves so well to come out and
perform with confidence in front of
a very scary, audience
of adults! It was
clear from their
smiles that
they enjoyed
every second!
We hope you
did too.
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For Gymnastics, we held the Summer
Rose Competition (below), the Club
Championships (left page), the Summer
Squad Gym Display (left page), and
the Squad girls attended the BSGA
National Finals for Acro and Tumbling
(left page). The Year 6 squad girls
attended the IAPS Cricket Festival,
which we entered this year for the first
time, giving the girls lots of valuable
match experience. Unfortunately, the
rain put a bit of a dampener on our
fixtures for Athletics and Cricket for
the term and we didn’t have as many as
we’d have hoped.
In tennis, we took 20 girls to the
Queenswood Tennis Festival, and
had lots of fixtures against other
schools. We held our internal tennis
tournaments for all year groups and
to top off the season, the Year 6
Squad girls had a fantastic day out at
Wimbledon.
A huge thank you to the PE department
and our sports coaches who make all of
these opportunities possible.
We hope the girls have a good rest
over the summer, ready to
jump back to action in
September.

All the girls were very excited and
performed outstandingly considering
that for some of the Maltman’s

In Breakfast Club this term we
were delighted to welcome Little
Malties to the dining room for a
few taster mornings. This was to
get them used to being in this new
space next year when they move
up to Nursery. They really enjoyed
spending time with the older girls
who were exceptionally welcoming.
In Prep After School Club we
spiced up the food on offer and are
delighted that it has not only been
going down well with the girls, but
has been seen as a welcome change
by parents - thank you for your
positive feedback. Now the girls
have a greater variety of choice,
with new, hot items on the menu.
We will definitely be continuing
with the new menu next year.

Explorers
Club

Summer Rose Gymnastics
On the 12 May we were once again
delighted to host the Summer Rose
Gymnastic Competitions with girls
from Maltman’s, St Mary’s School in
Hampstead, St Alban’s High School
for Girls and EJB Gymnastics Club. A
total of 71 girls took part competing
on Set and Voluntary Floor and Set
and Voluntary Vault to the ISGA
rules. We were lucky to have 4
experienced ISGA judges.

Wrap Around Care

girls this was their first gym
competition against an outside
school. The Maltman’s Under 9A
team came 1st, the B team came
5th, the Under 10 team came 3rd
and the Under 11 team came 4th.
Individually, Grace came 1st and Amy
3rd in the Under 9 age group and
Hediyeh came 2nd in the Under 10
age group. This year all the gymnasts
received a purple sculptured
soap rose in a purple pouch and
a medal for their participation.
Congratulations to all the girls who
took part.
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Girls in our lunchtime
explorers club have been enjoying
the good weather, getting out and
about to explore our outdoors
areas. The wild-flower meadow
that they planted a few years ago
is full of new growth and the bird
boxes are being used (though not
always by birds, we think some
cheeky squirrels and a swarm of
bees have made one or two of
them home). They look forward
to the discovery garden being
refurbished over the summer
holidays so they can enjoy pond
dipping again next year.

School Life

FOMG
Maltfest

Maltman’s Old Girls
on their tours. They were shown some
of the School’s newer developments
but what they were most interested
in was finding their old dorm-rooms
and classrooms, and sharing memories
from their time together. They also
enjoyed looking through our extensive
archives - finding photos, programmes,
newspaper clippings and more.
On Friday 14 June we were delighted
to welcome back last year’s Year
6 (our youngest MOGs) for a gettogether netball match. After the initial
excitement of seeing old friends, the
girls were split up into three teams for
the tournament to commence. Many
parents stayed to watch and it was
great afternoon for all.

It was clear they really appreciated
being able to come back and visit such
a special place from their past.

The next day, on Saturday 15 June, we
welcomed back over 35 MOGs for a
summer reunion. It was great to see
people of all ages back at school for a
trip down memory lane, including some
ladies who hadn’t been back for over
30 years. For some, Maltman’s had
been their home away from home as it
was a boarding school until 1994.

FOMG Quiz Night
Reading Retreat
Due to a generous donation from
our FOMG, we now have a new,
outdoor reading area in the Forest
School gardens. Any class can take
their lesson out here, to make the
most of the fair weather and get
out of the classroom.
We’re extremely grateful to the
FOMG for their donation.

The event started with drinks and
canapés, with the chance to mingle
and chat. Mrs Pardon then gave her
welcome before waving her guests off

New Website
At the start of the term we
launched our brand new website.
Months of planning and design
went into creating a modern, fresh
site to showcase all the amazing
things about Maltman’s Green.
As we now have My School Portal
for parents, the website is very
much a platform for prospective
parents, to give them an overview
and feel for the School. There’s
still loads of current news stories
on the website though, so do visit
it regularly to see what the girls
have been up to.

School Bus Launched
We are really
excited about
our newly launched
morning school bus. We
want the bus to be a useful service
to parents, to speed up the morning
routine and get girls off to school
quickly and easily. We also hope
that it will help alleviate congestion
along Maltmans Lane by reducing the
number of cars.

of a return service after school; and
considering an Early Years car service
for our youngest girls. Do let us know
if you’ d be interested in this.

Currently, our bus route is from
Beaconsfield, with two pick up
locations, but we are already planning
new routes; looking into the feasibility

For more information about the
bus service, please contact bus@
maltmansgreen.com.
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In May the FOMG hosted a
fundraising quiz night in the
Lapraik Hall at Maltman’s Green.
The professional quiz master
organised a series of rounds which
really put the teams to the test.
There was even a heads-and-tails
game for those who wanted to join
in. Scores were tight between the
top few teams for the duration
of the quiz but ultimately it was
‘Faster, Higher, Wronger’ who took
the winner’s cup.

Parents can book the bus for one
to five mornings per week for the
duration of the term, and we also
issue weekly occasional places for
those who need some assistance on
the odd morning.

On Saturday 22 June, the FOMG
hosted Maltfest - our special, family
friendly summer fun-day. Parents
could purchase day tickets or
overnight tickets to camp on-site.
There were loads of activities for the
kids including tennis workshops run by
Gerrards Cross Lawn Tennis Club, a
bouncy castle, giant slide, yoga, sports
races, wellie wanging, karaoke, giant
connect four, giant jenga and more. In
the evening everyone enjoyed a BBQ
and marshmallow toasting around the
campfire. The sun was shining, there
was plenty to eat and drink and there
was a great, lively atmosphere. Thanks
to everyone who came along. We hope
to see you again next year!

The FOMG raised £673.00 from
the night, so a big thanks to those
of you who came along. We look
forward to seeing you again next
year!

Maltman’s Movies
The FOMG
hosted the
Maltmans Movie
Day on Saturday 8 June. Excited
girls brought in pillows, cushions and
even beanbags to snuggle into and
enjoy the movie on the big screen in
the Lapraik Hall. Girls in Pre-Prep

sang and danced enthusiastically
to their favourite songs from The
Greatest Showman, while the Prep
girls enjoyed the adventure movie
Swallows & Amazons. The FOMG
would like to thank Mia and Sonam
(4B) who both kindly stayed to clear
up the theatre afterwards. A large
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vote of thanks also goes to Nicola
Pearcey and her team at Lionsgate
who generously provided a large
array of movie items for our event.
Finally, congratulations to Aivalea
(1S) who won the raffle give-away of
a Lionsgate Missing Link Plush Toy!

Charitable Giving

Staff News

The Smarties Challenge

Welcome Mr Kalyan
As newly appointed Director of
Wellbeing, my main focus is on the care
of the girls and staff. My main aim is
to ensure that your daughter is happy
and enjoying school. I strive to promote
and embed a culture of working hard,
resilience, and having high aspirations,
along with values of respect and
kindness.

Spend a Penny
On July 3, Maltman’s took part
in a fundraising drive for Water
Aid - ‘Spend a Penny to Spend a
Penny’. Collection buckets were
dotted around school (particularly
near the loos) so the girls, if they
wanted, could pop a penny in the
box when they passed by.

As a one-off fundraising initiative
for our chosen charity for the year –
Malaika Kids UK – girls were given a
tube of Smarties to take home, using
the empty tube to fill with coins that
they would earn for being helpful at
home or for demonstrating one of the

Maltman’s Mindsets. Coin filled tubes
came back to school after the half-term
holiday and we are delighted to have
raised £334.32
Many thanks to our generous families
for taking part.

House Summer Fair

Find out more at wateraid.org.

“I am excited to have been given the
opportunity to join Maltman’s. I have
been teaching Science for the past 15
years up to A-Levels and have also held
various Pastoral and Safeguarding
roles. I look forward to continuing my
Science teaching at Maltman’s, ensuring
I stretch, enthuse and fully prepare the
girls for their secondary school and
beyond.

Running Registrar
Salaam in Tanzania, re-homing them
with relatives, or giving them a home
at their Children’s Village in Mkuranga.
There were many stalls at the fair,
some sold items lovingly made by the
girls over the past few months, others
were fun activities. The highlights
included sponge the teacher, splat the
rat, netball shoot, tin-can alley and a
hairstyle stall.

On Friday 28 June, girls in Year 1-6
enjoyed our first ever House Summer
Fair in aid of Malaika Kids UK. Malaika
is our chosen charity for the year
- they rescue the most vulnerable
children from the streets of Dar es

This was entirely voluntary and
we are delighted to announce that
we raised £90 for Water Aid - a
charity that aims to provide clean
water, decent toilets and good
hygiene to everyone, everywhere.

After Easter, we were delighted to
welcome Mr Paul Kalyan to Maltman’s
Green as Director of Wellbeing and a
Science teacher.

The girls all had a wonderful time and
we raised £2000 for Malaika Kids UK.
Many thanks to all our families for
their continued support of our school
charities.
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On May 6, our Registrar, Mrs Day,
once again donned her running
shoes for the Milton Keynes
marathon - just over 26 miles which she did in 4:01:16.
All those training sessions in the
dark and the rain certainly paid off!
Well done Mrs Day!

At home, I have a wife called Katherine,
who is an English teacher at a local
secondary school. Together, we have
two children: our 5 year old daughter
Esmé, who loves Disney Princesses and
Littlemix; and a 2 year old son, Luca,
who is already a huge Starwars fan (just
like his Daddy)! In my spare time I enjoy
cooking, gardening and playing Xbox.
Thank you to all students, staff and
parents for making me feel so welcome.”

Two New Babies
We are delighted to announce
the births of two new babies
this term. Above is Sebastian
Hill, born on Sunday 5 May to
Mrs Elizabeth Hill, our Assistant
Bursar, and her husband.
Below is Oliver Joel Thurtell,
born on 21 April to Mrs Hannah
Thurtell and her husband.
Both babies are doing well and
everyone at Maltman’s sends
their love and best wishes to the
families.

The
Moon
Walk
Mrs Brisbourne and Mrs
Cattermole took part in the
London Moon Walk back in early
May in aid of Walk the Walk - the
largest grant making breast cancer
charity in the UK.
The walk was just over the length
of a half marathon - 15.1 miles.
They started walking at 10.30pm
and finished around 4.00am. They
raised an amazing £800.
Congratulations ladies!
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Outside of School

Outside of School

Good Hair Day
At the end of April, Jessenia in
Year 6 donated eight and a half
inches of her hair to the charity,
‘The Little Princess Trust’. The
charity provide free, real hair wigs
to children and young people who
have lost their own hair through
conditions such as cancer.
Well done to
Jessenia for
her amazing,
generous
donation.

Ballerinas Take to the Stage
Two girls from Year 2 will be performing
on stage in the ‘Dare to Dream’ ballet
production in a London theatre, on
Saturday 13 July.
Ballerinas Ella and Navneet will be
dancing in front of a 600 seat audience,
in a matinee and evening show, and
the event is being recorded. Ella is
performing four pieces including

Cricket Inspiration
It’s cricket season and the sun
was shining on the green fields at
Beaconsfield Cricket Club where
Sidrah (2E) had the pleasure of
meeting and training with Former
international England cricketer
Beth Morgan.
Morgan represents the Middlesex
Women cricket team and was in the
England women’s cricket team. She
was a member of the team which
retained the Ashes in Australia in
2008 and won the Women’s World
Cup in 2009, where she played in all
the games, including the final.
What a great opportunity for Sidrah.
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Classical Ballet, Tap Dance and a
Modern Dance routine, and Navneet is
performing two Classical Ballet pieces.
The girls have worked so hard and been
rehearsing for months. We’re sure the
show will be a great success.
Well done girls!

An Incredible Act of Kindness
The following article is written by Mia
K in 4M and is an inspiring example of
kindness, generosity and humility.
“Acts of Hope school is a school in
Bangalore in India. It’s just like any
other school. But it is poor. Very poor.
Any act, no matter how small, helps
hugely. From giving £30, to sponsoring
a child, to sending supplies, even a visit,
a simple visit, can help. They also need
money to buy a new school bus. The
current one is old, half broken down,
and will probably only last till the end
of the year. A big majority of the kids
rely on the bus to get to school every
day. And without it, it’s another huge
problem on top of supplies, uniforms
and teachers.
For my birthday, instead of gifts, my
friends gave money for Acts of Hope,
and we raised £180. From so little,
the school managed to buy 100 pairs
of shoes for the children who walked
barefoot. I had the opportunity to go
to Acts of Hope School in Bangalore,
and see what life is like there. The
children have a small playground
decorated with colourful pictures,
and a low stage where pupils perform
on some occasions. The classrooms
were crowded, and the students were
squeezed 3 on a very small bench.

The tables were old and wooden, the
blackboard used and stained. But this
is what the children have to live with.
They wear plain uniforms, and draped
around their neck and shoulder was a,
blue, orange, green or yellow dupatta
(Indian scarf) to show which team they
belonged in. I watched the assembly
and saw how different it was to ours.
They performed a type of ritual before
starting, which involved stamping and
clapping to the rhythmic beat of a drum.
When I left, 4 girls who took care of me
through the day gave me a few stickers,
which was all they had.
Acts of Hope is a beautiful project
started in the year 2000 by kind people
from the UK. We need as much help
as we can get to support the school,
because there are many children whose
future depends on them attending
school.
One of the children who went to Acts
of Hope school is called Sherfun. She is
from a very poor background, was lucky
to attend Acts of Hope, worked hard
and went to university (people from
the UK, including from Gerrards Cross,
paid for her university). She now has
a great job with LinkedIn in Bangalore
and earns enough money to look after
her mother, father and sister. She
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also makes contributions to the Acts
of Hope school. She will be coming to
the UK at the end of June to say thank
you to all of the people in the UK who
helped her.
Here are some ways we can all get
involved. We can make this a Maltmans’
challenge !
• Replace birthday gifts from your
friends, by giving small donations
to Acts of Hope. With 512 girls at
Maltmans, if each has 10 friends at
their party buying a £5 gift each,
then £25,600 get spent every year
on birthday presents! Just put an
envelope at your birthday party
and give it to Mrs Clifford who will
gather them over the months and
send those envelops to Acts of
Hope School. Could we make this a
Maltmans’ birthday challenge?
• Host your own fundraising events
(eg: baking sales, junk sale, etc).
• Sponsor a child for £20 / month
or a one-off gift. If you use this
platform, please let Mrs Clifford
know how much you’ve contributed
so we can add it up to the
Maltman’s challenge !
Sometimes, we forget how lucky we are,
and don’t think about what others have,
compared to us.”

Library News
Little Malties
You’re Safe With
Me by Chitra
Soundar and
Poonam Mistri.
Inspired by
traditional
Indian art
techniques and depicted in rich
autumnal hues that resonate
with the natural world, this highly
decorative, distinctive book is a
soothing balm at bedtime.

Early Years
Big Cat by Emma
Lazell. A debut
picture book with
a great twist,
which young
readers will love
spotting as the
story unfolds. When Grandma
loses her glasses, Isobel helps
her to find them. Searching in
the garden, they find a very big
cat. Grandma loves cats and is
always taking in strays. Without
her glasses, she can’t really see
just how big a bundle of orange fur
that this new cat is! Nor can she
work out why so much cat food is
being eaten.
Award winning
classic The
Dot by Peter
Reynolds.
Vashti thinks
she can’t
draw, but her
teacher is sure that she can. She
knows that there’s creative spirit
in everyone, and encourages
Vashti to sign the angry dot she
makes in frustration on a piece of
paper. This act makes Vashti look
at herself a little differently, and
helps her discover that where
there’s a dot there’s a way…

Library News
A Message from the Librarian

Books for Prep Girls

As another year in the Maltman’s
Green Libraries ends, I am feeling
mixed emotions, as I am sure, many
of our leavers will understand. I have
been very lucky to work in such lovely
libraries with all the purple book
enthusiasts who have made my job such
a pleasure. A special thank you goes to
the wonderful Year 6 librarians who

Julia Green is the author of more than 18 books for young people.
Her most recent novels for children are The House of Light and To
the Edge of the World. To the Edge of the World was Editor’s Pick
in The Bookseller and a Times Children’s Book of the Week, and
was widely and favourably reviewed. Jamie lives on a wild and
beautiful island in the Outer Hebrides. The island is also home
to Mara, a wild spirit not much older than Jamie but, it seems,
completely fearless. Her ambition is to sail her boat out to St Kilda, an island that
really is at the edge of the world. It’s a wonderful adventure story and brilliantly
told, as much about the friendship between the two children and their efforts to
find a place in the world as it is about their extraordinary trip.

have worked with enthusiasm, initiative
and commitment in all the tasks they
have undertaken. I would particularly
like to wish all those who are moving
on from MGS to libraries new Happy
Times and Happy Reading. Never stop
exploring, girls.

Mrs Keil

Books for Pre-Prep Girls
The Missing Bookshop by Katie Clapham. Milly’s favourite
thing is story time at her local bookshop. The shop owner,
Mrs Minty, can always recommend the perfect book. Milly
likes helping in the shop too and she notices it is looking older
and shabbier than it A used to. When the bookshop suddenly
closes, Milly can’t bear the thought it might not reopen, and
her response prompts other people to make their feelings
known too. If you love the Dotty Detective stories, you might
enjoy the Timmy Failure books by Stephan Pastis.
Alex T. Smith’s Claude has captured our hearts, and Anyone
for Strawberries is his new one. Look for Molly Rogers to the
Rescue by Cornelia Funke, which is released in mid-July.
Thieves, greedy pirates and mischief-makers are no match
for Molly Rogers and her mother, Barbarous Bertha. They
discover that Captain Firebeard is destroying Monkey Skull Island in search of
buried treasure and they set sail on the Red Swallow to save the island and its
animals from his clutches. A great adventure story with vital characters, great
illustrations and girl power!
The Usborne Book of Night Time. At night when you are fast
asleep, another world awakens... Explore the world of night
in this gorgeous picture book and discover nocturnal animals
in the countryside, cities that never sleep and the secrets
of the night sky. With lots to look at and talk about on every
page and links to specially selected websites with more to
discover.

Term’s Most Popular
Amongst the younger girls, Julia Donaldson, Alex T. Smith, and Clara Vulliamy
are favourites. The prep girls have favoured Holly Smale, Jacqueline Wilson,
especially her newer books with historical settings, and Holly Webb. We have
also all enjoyed our growing collection of graphic novels, whilst detective and
murder mysteries still hold great appeal for all of our girls.
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Activity Books

The Umbrella Mouse. Bombs, ruthless enemies, a channel crossing
in the dark, minefields – young Pip has to negotiate all these
dangers in the course of this exciting, beautifully written wartime
adventure story. Pip is a mouse, newly orphaned and homeless
too. Nothing will stop her in her quest to deliver the umbrella
that’s been her home back to the museum in Italy where her
mother grew up. The wartime background is vivid and completely
convincing and Pip and her animal comrades are beguiling characters. Original
adventure from an exciting new author, Anna Fargher.
Award-winning author Sita Brahmachari has many wonderful
titles to choose from, and her latest is Where the River Runs Gold.
Shifa and her brother, Themba, live in Kairos City with their
father, Nabil. The few live in luxury, whilst the millions like them
crowd together in compounds, surviving on meagre rations and
governed by Freedom Fields. The farm Shifa and Themba are sent
to is hard and cruel. Themba won’t survive there and Shifa comes
up with a plan to break them out. The journey ahead is fraught with danger, but
Shifa is strong and knows to listen to her instincts - to let love guide them home.
The freedom of a nation depends on it . .

Branching Out
Sally Nicholls, Things A Bright Girl Can Do. In 1914 the world
stood on the edge of change, but in Britain women still had
no vote. Although Evelyn is rich and clever she doesn’t want
the life set out for her, she’d prefer freedom and choice
and the opportunity to go to university. Meanwhile May is
campaigning tirelessly for women’s votes with other antiviolence suffragists. When May meets Nell, who has grown up
in hardship, she finds a kindred spirit and together they dream
of a world where all kinds of women can find their place. The historical detail
and contemporary dialogue are exemplary in this richly enjoyable yet hardhitting and illuminating novel.
We hope you all carry on enjoying books, girls. There are so many out there to
discover, never stop exploring. You might like to try Elizabeth Laird’s Welcome
to Nowhere or A Skinful of Shadows by Frances Hardinge.
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RSPB: A Day
in Nature: 101
Activities Inspired
by the Outdoors.
In the morning,
design your very
own nature trail,
seek and find caterpillars or cut
out pages to make a beautiful snail
shell. In the afternoon, why not
make some decorative bunting
for a garden party? Then find your
way through the bumblebee maze
or colour in a butterfly’s wings.
At night-time, spot constellations
dancing across the sky.
On The Plane
Activity Book. Play
`I Spy While I Fly’,
take a multiplechoice quiz and
spot the identical
pilots on their
way through the airport. This
book includes planes to decorate,
matching games, fill-in-the-face
drawing tasks, true-or-false
airplane and flying facts, and
behind-the-scenes diagrams to
explore.

Last but definitely not least, do not
forget to visit your local library
during the holidays and sign up
to their summer reading scheme.
The Summer Reading Challenge
celebrates its 20th birthday this
year, and the theme for 2019 is
Space Chase. Do visit the website
for great games, challenges,
competitions and book
recommendations. Find out more
at: summerreadingchallenge.org.
uk/join-in

Commendations

Commendations

Malty’s Favourites

Milly’s Awards

These are awarded to girls from Years 1 to 6 for outstanding pieces
of work.

Alina (RB): For completing a home sticker chart.
Florence (2C): For your amazing story about the missing sweets.
Emily (3K): For your amazing Holiday diary.
Gracie (3K): For your amazing Holiday diary.

Well done to the following girls from Nursery and Reception for
receiving a Milly’s award for their work and attitude in School.

Nursery
Eady: For using such descriptive language during circle time.
Farah: For showing courage during our weekly swimming lessons.
Olivia: For always embracing Nursery life with a smile.
Rosanna: For surprising all of your teachers by eating your lunch

Siyana (3L): For your amazing Travel Journal.

Reception RB

Mia (4B): For your amazing project on the Wildlife Photograhper of the Year.

Lucy: For exploring the role play and coming up with imaginative
costumes and characters.

Amy (4I): For your amazing poster about the Jurassic Coast.
Jessica (4M): For your project on wild flowers.
Ananya (5C): For your amazing story about Anna’s Maths Curse.
Sasha (5C): For your wonderful poems.
Tamara (5W): For writing and singing a beautiful, original song.

Maia: For being very caring towards your friends and adults

Reception RG
Anisa: Such great progress with your handwriting, it is beautiful!
Lara: For remembering our sentence rules and for your beautiful
storywriting
Kitty: For your fantastic imagination when using the small world
resources.
Paaven: For great participation in everything that you do.

Headmistress’s Commendations
These are awarded to girls for creating exceptional pieces of work and are the highest level of award
the girls can achieve.

House Captains
Many thanks to the following girls for being excellent House
Captains and Vice Captains this term:

Suzy (4B): For an inspirational story.
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Aylward

Johnson

Captain: Jessenia F

Captain: Grace R

Vice: Sasha F

Vice: Maddison P

Bronte

Pankhurst

Captain:Lilianne J-A

Captain: Darcy C

Vice: Asia S & Aroush N

Vice: Lucy W
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Message from
the FOMG
The FOMG would like
to offer a special thanks
to Marina van Allen and
Jacqueline Lobato, who
have generously given their
time to run the Second
Hand Uniform Shop for
the last few years. We wish
them well as their daughters
both leave Maltmans this
year. Thank you ladies!
We also look forward to
welcoming new FOMG
members at the upcoming
FOMG AGM at 9.15am on
Friday 27 September 2019.

We hope that all of
our families have
a happy, restful
summer break and
we wish our Year 6
leavers all the very
best in their new
schools.

Excellence with a sense of fun
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